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ABSTRACT It was recently postulated that the effects of general anesthetics on protein global dynamics might underlie
a unitary molecular mechanism of general anesthesia. To verify that the speciﬁc dynamics effects caused by general
anesthetics were not shared by nonanesthetic molecules, two parallel 8-ns all-atom molecular dynamics simulations were
performed on a gramicidin A (gA) channel in a fully hydrated dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine membrane in the presence and
absence of hexaﬂuoroethane (HFE), which structurally resembles the potent anesthetic molecule halothane but produces no
anesthesia. Similar to halothane, HFE had no measurable effects on the gA channel structure. In contrast to halothane, HFE
produced no signiﬁcant changes in the gA channel dynamics. The difference between halothane and HFE on channel dynamics
can be attributed to their distinctly different distributions within the lipid bilayer and consequently to the different interactions of
the anesthetic and the nonanesthetic molecules with the channel-anchoring tryptophan residues. The study further supports the
notion that anesthetic-induced changes in protein global dynamics may play an important role in mediating anesthetic actions
on proteins.
INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest challenges to the scientiﬁc community in
the past 150 years is to understand the action of a class of
seemingly nonspeciﬁc drugs on the central nervous system to
produce the physiological state of mind referred to as
‘‘general anesthesia’’. The conceptual difﬁculties have been
the lack of a functional deﬁnition of general anesthesia at
the molecular level. A signiﬁcant amount of effort has been
devoted in recent years to the identiﬁcation of anesthetic
targets in the central nervous system. Departing from the
classical view of lipid perturbation theory, contemporary
experiments involving mutagenesis, photoafﬁnity labeling,
and electrophysiology have focused on several anesthetic-
sensitive neuronal ion channels (Campagna et al., 2003;
Franks and Lieb, 1994) or even anesthetic-sensitive mutation
sites in these channels (Forman et al., 1995; Jenkins et al.,
2001; Mascia et al., 2000; Mihic et al., 1997; Pratt et al.,
2000). The lack of high-resolution structures of these ion
channels, however, has impeded the progress in ﬁnding out
where the anesthetic interaction sites are and, more impor-
tantly, how the interactions alter the biological functions of
these channels.
High-resolution structures of these ion channel proteins,
once resolved, will deﬁnitely provide an important structural
basis for the interpretation of their responses to general
anesthetics. Given the low afﬁnity (Kd in the sub-mM to mM
range) of most general anesthetics at their putative binding
sites, however, it has been questioned whether the structure-
function paradigm alone is sufﬁcient to explain the molec-
ular mechanisms of general anesthesia (Tang and Xu, 2002).
There is a growing realization that protein dynamics plays
vital roles in protein functions. Because protein molecules
are dynamic in nature, the conventional static view of protein
structures can only provide a limited, and often incomplete,
understanding of protein functions. For example, the func-
tion of myoglobin was viewed for a long time as storage of
dioxygen at the heme iron based on the static myoglobin
structure (Kendrew et al., 1958; Perutz, 1979). Not until
recently, after dynamical aspects of myoglobin were well
characterized, did its role other than O2 storage start to
emerge. Without integrating the dynamic properties of myo-
globin, one could not even clearly pinpoint the pathway for
dioxygen to enter the protein because the pathway is not
apparent in the static structure (Case and Karplus, 1979;
Perutz and Mathews, 1966). Systematic measurements on
myoglobin dynamics have conﬁrmed the existence of its
conformational substates and identiﬁed the importance of
conformational substates to the protein functions (Bourgeois
et al., 2003; Frauenfelder et al., 2003; Srajer et al., 2001). If
dynamics plays such an important role in a monomeric pro-
tein like myoglobin, dynamical motion must be essential to
the functions of the multisubunit neuronal ion channels. In
fact, different functional states of neuronal ion channels, in-
cluding the open, closed, and slow and fast desensitized
states, have already been identiﬁed experimentally (Auerbach
and Akk, 1998; Karlin, 2002; Neubig et al., 1982). These
functionally distinct states likely resulted from equilibrium
shift among different conformational substates.
Can general anesthetics modulate different conforma-
tional substates or shift the dynamic population of the sub-
states to exert their actions on neuronal ion channels? An
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unambiguous experimental proof with neuronal ion channels
remains a challenge, but the results from our previous mo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the effects of halo-
thane, a potent volatile anesthetic, on gramicidin A (gA)
channels have encouraged thinking along this line (Tang and
Xu, 2002). Although the anesthetic effect on the structure of
the gA channel is minimal, which is consistent with our
earlier experimental ﬁndings (Tang et al., 1999a, 2000a,
2002), the presence of halothane profoundly affects the
channel dynamics, as evidenced by the changes in the root
mean-square ﬂuctuation (RMSF) and the autocorrelation
function of the gA backbone in the lipid core in the presence
of halothane, even though halothane preferentially targets
the anchoring residues at the channel-lipid-water interface.
Our earlier simulation results discounted the viewpoint that
overrates the importance of structural ﬁtting between anes-
thetic molecules and yet-unidentiﬁed hydrophobic protein
pockets. Instead, the results suggest at least two important
possibilities: 1), direct anesthetic interactions with some of
the key residues of ion channel proteins, such as tryptophans
in gA, can modulate the dynamics of residues that are remote
from anesthetic interaction sites; and 2), protein global
dynamics might be crucial for anesthetic action. We hy-
pothesize that drugs such as general anesthetics and alcohols
with low afﬁnity binding to proteins can still change protein
function speciﬁcally by modulating protein global dynamics
on various timescales. Whereas multiple conformational
substates coexist dynamically for all proteins, the presence of
general anesthetics at certain crucial locations within or
around the protein can shift the equilibrium among different
substates. When anesthetic modulations of the global dy-
namics of a given protein create ‘‘conformation resonance’’
where one of the equilibrating conformers becomes the
dominating conformation, then the function carried out by
the protein can potentially be changed. The enhancement of
the protein dynamical motion having the characteristic time
matching the timescale for the protein function will lead to
anesthetic-induced potentiation, whereas matching other
motion time constants will lead to anesthetic-induced inhi-
bition or desensitization.
In this study, we test the aforementioned hypothesis using
a negative control by replacing anesthetic halothane
(CF3CHClBr) with nonanesthetic hexaﬂuoroethane (HFE;
C2F6) in the previously studied simulation system (Tang and
Xu, 2002). Two parallel ;8-ns MD simulations were
performed to investigate if this nonanesthetic molecule can
produce the same effects as halothane on the gA channel. The
comparison of the effects of structurally similar anesthetic-
nonanesthetic pairs on the same ion channel will elucidate the
critical properties that are relevant to the underlying mech-
anisms of the action of general anesthetics. This study con-
ﬁrmed that the profound changes in gramicidin backbone




Detailed procedures for the preparation of simulation systems have been
reported previously (Tang and Xu, 2002). Two parallel systems, in the
absence and presence of HFE, were prepared using the NAMD2 (Kale et al.,
1999) and X-PLOR (Bru¨nger, 1992) programs. Each system had a gA
channel (1MAG; Ketchem et al., 1997) in the preequilibrated dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membrane, consisting of 182 DMPC lipid
molecules fully hydrated with 5538 water molecules (Zubrzycki et al.,
2000). The CHARMM22 force ﬁeld (Brooks et al., 1983; MacKerell et al.,
1998) and TIP3P water model (Jorgensen et al., 1983) were used in the
study. The geometry of HFE molecules were optimized at the B3LYP/6-
3111G(2d,p) level, and the nonbonded interaction parameters of HFE were
optimized to be compatible with the CHARMM force ﬁeld (Liu et al., 2004).
For the system with HFE, 10 HFE molecules were placed at the same initial
locations as for halothane in the previous study (Tang and Xu, 2002).
Additional energy minimization was performed on the system after intro-
ducing HFE. The heavy atoms of the gA channel backbone were restrained
with a harmonic force during the initial steps of energyminimization to ensure
a stable channel structure. The force constant of the restraintwas initially set at
999 kcal/mol/A˚2 and was reduced in a stepwise fashion to 0 kcal/mol/A˚2.
Both energy-minimized systems, in the absence and presence of HFE, went
through equilibration under NVT (constant number of atoms, volume, and
temperature) andNPT (constant number of atoms, pressure, and temperature)
conditions for 40 ps and 250 ps, respectively, with a harmonic constraint of
0.5 kcal/mol/A˚2 on gA backbone heavy atoms.
MD simulations
After system preparations, two NPT simulations were carried out for 8 ns
each in parallel in the presence and absence of 10 HFEmolecules on the T3E
parallel supercomputer at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center using the
NAMD2 program. The Nose´-Hoover method with Langevin dynamics and
Langevin piston pressure were applied to control the temperature at 305 K
(Hoover, 1985; Nose, 1984) and pressure at 1 bar (Feller et al., 1995;
Martyna et al., 1994), respectively. The periodic boundary condition was
imposed on a ﬂexible cell of an initial dimension of 80 3 80 3 60 A˚3 with
water wrapping. The time step was 1 fs for the ﬁrst 3-ns simulations and was
extended to 2 fs for the rest of the simulations. The energies and trajectories
were stored every 0.5 and 1 ps, respectively. The cutoff distance for the van
der Waals interaction was 12 A˚ with the pair list distance extended to 13 A˚.
The pair list for nonbonded interactions were updated every 20 time steps.
The long-range full electrostatic interactions were evaluated every four time
steps using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with a PME tolerance of
106 and PME interpolation order of 4 (Darden et al., 1993). The SHAKE
routine was used to restrain all bonds between hydrogen and its parent atom
to a tolerance of 105 A˚ (Van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1977) in all sim-
ulations.
Data analysis
Data analysis followed the same procedures as reported previously (Tang
and Xu, 2002) using the scripts developed within the VMD software en-
vironment (Humphrey et al., 1996) on a local Linux computer. Auto-
correlation functions were calculated to evaluate the channel’s internal
motions. This was done by ﬁrst superimposing trajectory frames onto an
optimal common frame of reference to remove any translational motions and
then evaluating the following term over a sliding time window:
CiðtÞ ¼ ÆP2½mðt9Þ  mðt91 tÞæ; (1)
wherem(t9) m(t9 1 t) is the projection of a unit vector pointing along a given
backbone vector at time t9 onto the same vector at later time t9 1 t, P2(x) is
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the second Legendre polynomial, and the brackets denote a time average
over the trajectory.
Lipid order parameter, jSCDj, was calculated from MD trajectories using
the following equations (Huang et al., 1994):
Sj ¼ Æð3cos2b 1Þ=2æ (2)
and
jSCDj ¼ 0:5 Sj; (3)
where j stands for the jth carbon counted from the headgroup, b is the angle
between the membrane normal and the vector joining Cj1 and Cj11, and
brackets denote averaging over time and all molecules. |SCD| typically ranges
from 0 to 0.5, representing an isotropically disordered state to a highly
ordered all-trans conformation of alkyl chains. Twenty-seven DMPC lipids
within the 5-A˚ proximity to the gA channel were used for |SCD| calculations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
HFE distribution in the gA-membrane system
To compare directly with the halothane results, HFE mol-
ecules were purposely placed at the same initial locations as
the halothane molecules in our previous simulation system
(Tang and Xu, 2002). This initial placement is consistent
with our prior experimental knowledge (Tang et al., 1999a)
of halothane distribution in the membrane but somewhat
artiﬁcial for HFE, thus allowing for the speciﬁcity of
anesthetic and nonanesthetic interaction with the channel
protein to be examined. Fig. 1 shows the movement trajec-
tories of HFE molecules in the 8-ns NPT simulation. The
trajectories were generated by connecting positions of the
center of mass of HFE molecules at each saved time point
(every picosecond). The density of the trajectory lines re-
ﬂected how frequently a HFE molecule sampled a particular
region. As shown in Fig. 1 A, all 10 HFE molecules had con-
siderable movement over the 8-ns simulation, as reﬂected by
the large regions encompassed by each motion trajectory.
There is a clear tendency for HFE molecules to ﬁnally locate
in the lipid alkyl-tail region regardless of their initial
positions, which were highlighted in Fig. 1 A using HFE
molecules in Corey-Pauling-Koltun presentations. A closer
examination of the trajectories showed that only some of the
HFE molecules (No. 4, No. 5, No. 7, No. 8, and No. 10) had
large displacement along the membrane normal direction.
Most of these molecules were initially placed near the lipid-
water interface. Instead of moving around at the interface or
moving into the bulk water as their halothane counterparts
did in the previous simulations (Tang and Xu, 2002), these
HFE molecules moved toward the inner lipid bilayer and
showed their preference for the hydrophobic environment.
The difference in water solubility between halothane and
HFE is also evident: HFE No. 9 and No. 10 in Fig. 1 A
moved into and remained within the lipid interior during the
entire 8-ns simulations, whereas previously (Tang and Xu,
2002) halothane molecules placed at the corresponding
initial positions moved into the lipid-water interface and the
bulk water in the 2.2-ns simulations. Thus, unlike anesthetic
halothane, none of the nonanesthetic HFE showed an
appreciable amount of time in water during the 8-ns
simulation. The preference of HFE molecules for the lipid
tail region was revealed more clearly in Fig. 1 B, where the
displacement of HFE molecules along the z axis (parallel to
the membrane normal) was determined. At least 4 out of 10
HFE molecules (No. 4, No. 5, No. 8, and No. 10) were either
close to or at the lipid-water interface at the beginning of the
simulation, but all of them moved away from the interface
and into the lipid interior at the end of the simulation. The
maximum z coordinate difference of the 10 HFE molecules
was reduced from ;30 A˚ to ,;20 A˚ over the simulation.
No single HFE molecule moved out of the two lines of the
averaged z coordinates of phosphorus where the lipid-water
interfaces are deﬁned. This HFE distribution in the
FIGURE 1 (A) HFE trajectories over the 8-ns all-atom simulations in
a fully hydrated membrane patch consisting of one gA channel (cyan ribbon
along with anchoring tryptophan side chains), 182 DMPC lipids (gold
spheres marking the phosphorus atoms in the lipid headgroup), and 5538
water molecules (light purple line segments). The initial positions of HFE
were marked by HFE in Corey-Pauling-Koltun representation. Notice the
preference of HFE for the alkyl tail region of the lipids. (B) The positions of
HFE along the membrane normal (z axis) are plotted over the course of the
simulations. Averaged positions of lipid phosphorus atoms of each leaﬂet at
each time point were also shown to mark the lipid-water interface.
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membrane is in sharp contrast to that of the anesthetic
analog, which showed a strong preference for the lipid-water
interfacial region of the membrane.
The differences between halothane and HFE molecules
observed in our simulation systems are consistent with the
ﬁnding from previous experimental and simulation studies.
Both NMR measurements (North and Caﬁso, 1997; Tang
et al., 1997) and MD simulations (Koubi et al., 2001, 2002;
Tu et al., 1998) indicated that anesthetic and nonanesthetic
molecules had different preferential localizations and pro-
perties in pure lipid membrane. The former preferred amphi-
philic lipid-water interfacial regions, whereas the latter
resided primarily within the membrane hydrocarbon core.
Their difference in effective concentrations at different sub-
molecular sites might account for their ability to target
functionally crucial domains in channel proteins and ulti-
mately for their ability to produce general anesthesia. By its
hydrophobic nature, HFE has much less probability than
halothane to interact with the anchoring residues of the gA
channel near the lipid-water interface. Such interactions in
the presence of halothane, observed by NMR (Tang et al.,
2000a) and MD simulations (Tang and Xu, 2002), have
shown strong effects on the hydrogen bonding between try-
ptophan side chains and lipids, and consequently on the dy-
namics behavior of the gA channel.
HFE effects on gA channel structure
The structural stability of gA channel in the presence and
absence of HFE was evaluated by root mean-square devi-
ations (RMSDs) and presented in Fig. 2. The presence of
nonanesthetic HFE had little impact on the secondary and
tertiary structures of the channel. The same conclusion was
drawn in the previous study of a gA channel in DMPC in the
presence of anesthetic halothane (Tang and Xu, 2002). These
simulation results are consistent with our earlier ﬁnding from
NMR experiments (Tang et al., 1999b, 2002) that anesthetics
and their nonanesthetic analogs, in general, have no sig-
niﬁcant effects on gA channel structures.
HFE effects on the dynamics behavior of
gA channel
It was found previously that halothane caused profound
changes in gA channel dynamics (Tang and Xu, 2002).
Moreover, anesthetic effects on dynamics varied with the
characteristic times of the dynamical motion. In contrast, the
presence of HFE had virtually no inﬂuence on the dynamics
behavior of the gA channel. Fig. 3 compares the RMSF of
the gA backbone Ca in the presence and absence of HFE. To
correct the baseline of RMSF by removing the effects of any
possible accumulative translational movement of the system,
the center of mass of the entire system at all saved points was
ﬁtted to a common reference point. As expected, the residues
near the entrance of the channel have greater ﬂuctuation than
the residues near the center of the channel, forming a
U-shaped RMSF proﬁle along the channel. Unlike the
system with halothane in which halothane seems to equalize
the ﬂuctuation along the channel (Tang and Xu, 2002), this
U-shaped proﬁle is well preserved after the addition of HFE
to the system, suggesting that HFE does not impose any
sizeable effects on the gA channel dynamics.
The autocorrelation function, Ci(t), of the channel back-
bone N-H vectors gives a more detailed description of the
time dependence of the channel dynamics. For display
clarity, autocorrelation functions for residues 1–8 and 9–15
were pooled and averaged separately and shown in Fig. 4.
Grouping the inner and outer residues allows for possible
difference of HFE effects on the anchoring and central part of
FIGURE 2 HFE has minimal effects on the structure of the gA channel, as
revealed by the small and nearly identical RMSD of the backbone Ca atoms
in the presence and the absence of HFE.
FIGURE 3 Comparison of RMSFs for the Ca carbons along the gA
channel in the presence and the absence of HFE. Possible accumulative drift
of the entire membrane system was removed by ﬁtting the center of mass of
all simulation frames to a common point of reference. The similar RMSF
proﬁle in the two simulations suggests that HFE has little effect on the
channel’s global dynamics on the nanosecond timescale.
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the channel to be analyzed separately. In both the control and
HFE simulations, Ci(t) drops to;0.9 within picoseconds for
all residues, due to the ultrafast subpicosecond libration mo-
tion of the N-H vectors. Inner channel residues (1–8) remain
at relatively high asymptotic values of ;0.88, whereas
overall Ci(t) values for outer residues (9–15) are just slightly
lower (;0.82), indicating that the N-H vectors of both inner
and outer residues are well ordered on a picosecond time-
scale. The variations of Ci(t) between the control and HFE
simulations are so trivial that they must be regarded as
random ﬂuctuations. Overall, the autocorrelation function
data suggested again that HFE exert no signiﬁcant effects on
the dynamics of the channel.
Signiﬁcance of these results is at least twofold. First, it
conﬁrms that the previously observed changes in the gA
channel dynamics in the presence of halothane (Tang and Xu,
2002) are indeed caused by the anesthetic interactionswith the
channel and not fortuitous events. Artiﬁcially replacing the
anesthetics with nonanesthetics at the same initial positions
cannot reproduce the anesthetic effects on protein global
dynamics, suggesting that the interactions are anesthetic
speciﬁc. Second, the ability of halothane and possibly other
anesthetics to affect the channel dynamics and the inability of
nonanesthetic HFE to do the same may represent the most
fundamental difference between anesthetics and nonanes-
thetics in exerting their distinct actions on ion channels.
An important remaining question is why anesthetic can
affect gA channel dynamics but structurally similar non-
anesthetic cannot. The tryptophan indole amide hydrogen
atoms of gA have been found to form stable hydrogen bonds
with the phosphate oxygen in the lipid head region or the
fatty acid oxygen near the glycerol bridge, depending on the
depths of the indoles in the membrane (Tang and Xu, 2002).
These hydrogen bonds could be disrupted frequently in the
presence of nearby halothane molecules due to the re-
placement of the channel-membrane hydrogen bonding with
hydrogen bonding between the indole amide hydrogen and
the ﬂuorine in halothane. Considering there are four
tryptophans (W9, W11, W13, and W15) at each end of a
gA channel to anchor the channel dimer, it is conceivable
that this type of disruption between the anchoring residues
and membrane headgroups could affect the entire channel
motion (Tang and Xu, 2002) and consequently the channel
stability and conductance (Hu et al., 1993; Ketchem et al.,
1997) in the membranes. In contrast, nonanesthetic HFE has
little effect on disrupting the association of anchoring
tryptophan residues with the lipid-water interface. The lack
of HFE interaction with membrane interfacial tryptophan
residues is clearly a direct consequence of the preferred HFE
partitioning in the hydrophobic lipid core of the membrane.
HFE effects on lipids
Lipids play important roles in the stability and function of
ion channels. Modiﬁcation of lipid properties may poten-
tially affect channel behavior. Previous MD simulations
(Koubi et al., 2002) on the pure lipid systems showed that
the HFE molecules were almost evenly distributed along the
lipid hydrocarbon chains with only a slight preference for the
bilayer center, which is consistent with the observations in
this study (see Fig. 1). The presence of HFE in pure lipid
imposed little change on the electrostatic potential across the
membrane interface and on the structural and dynamical
properties of the lipid core (Koubi et al., 2001), whereas the
presence of halothane could cause profound changes to these
properties. Contrary to a decrease of the membrane thickness
and an increase of the average area per lipid induced by the
presence of anesthetic halothane (Koubi et al., 2000; Tu et al.,
1998), opposite changes were observed previously in pure
lipid systems in the presence of HFE. Comparing to the
control system in this study, the system involved with HFE
has greater values on membrane thickness and smaller values
on the averaged area per lipid (data not shown). The
observation is consistent with the ﬁndings in the pure lipid
system (Koubi et al., 2001), but the extent of the changes is
smaller in this study, presumably because of a lower HFE
concentration in our system.
The dynamical properties of the lipids in the vicinity of the
gA channel are crucial to the channel functions and are
evaluated using the order parameters of the lipid alkyl chain.
As depicted in Fig. 5, the order parameters are gradually
reduced from the headgroup to the alkyl tail in both sn-1 and
sn-2 chains. The magnitudes of order parameters for the
lipids in the immediate vicinity of the gA channel (i.e., the
interfacial boundary lipids) are higher in the headgroup and
lower in the tail region than the corresponding values of bulk
lipids from earlier experimental and simulation studies
(Boden et al., 1991; Douliez et al., 1995; Moore et al.,
2001). The increased order near the headgroup can be
FIGURE 4 Comparison of the autocorrelation functions of the backbone
N-H bond orientation in the presence and the absence of HFE. For display
clarity, the autocorrelation functions are pooled and averaged separately for
inner residues (residues 1–8; a, without HFE; and b, with HFE) and outer
anchoring tryptophan residues along with the spacer leucine residues
(residues 9–15; b, without HFE; and b, with HFE).
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attributed to the four tryptophan residues at each side of
membrane-water interface. The bulky tryptophan side chains
served as anchors to stabilize the channel in the membrane,
and in doing so, they might at same time produce similar
effects to what cholesterols do to rigidify the headgroup of
the lipid. Previous NMR experiments (Rice and Oldﬁeld,
1979) indicated the same possibilities. Because the effect of
HFE on the lipid dynamics is essentially nonexistent, the
variations in the boundary lipid order parameters by HFE
were smaller than error bars, suggesting that the presence of
;5% mole fraction of HFE in lipid bilayer has essentially no
impact on the lipid acyl chain conformations. A similar result
was also obtained from MD simulations (Koubi et al., 2002)
of DMPC membrane with mole fraction of HFE up to 25%,
indicating the extreme insensitivity of the lipid acyl chain
conformations to HFE.
Using a well-deﬁned thermodynamic argument on the
basis of membrane lateral pressure, Cantor investigated the
lipid-mediated anesthetic effects on ion channels (Cantor,
1997) and predicted that incorporation of amphiphilic and
other interfacially active solutes into the bilayer would se-
lectively increase the lateral pressure near the aqueous
interfaces, thereby shift the conformational equilibrium of
a multidomain channel protein to favor a closed state. He
also predicted that perﬂuorocarbons having low accessibility
to the interface would not be able to increase the membrane
lateral pressure at the interface, but rather cause a gradual
change in lateral pressure proﬁle. Our simulation results are
consistent with this prediction and show that no HFE effects
can be found on the ordering (or stiffness) of the lipid head-
and tail groups.
Finally, it should be noted that the total simulation time in
this study is almost four times longer than our previous
simulation with halothane. For the properties that can be
assessed on the basis of a few nanosecond simulations, 3-ns
and 8-ns seem to make no signiﬁcant difference. Indeed, the
same conclusions can be drawn based only on the ﬁrst 3 ns of
simulation in this study. Availability of more computing
power than merely 2 years ago allowed us to conﬁrm this
assertion by extending the simulation to 8 ns. Neither 2.2-ns
simulation nor 8-ns simulation is long enough to study some
other interesting properties (e.g., anesthetic effects on ion
permeation) that are not attempted in this study.
CONCLUSIONS
Similar to anesthetic halothane (Tang et al., 2000b),
nonanesthetic HFE molecules disturbed neither secondary
nor tertiary structures of gA channel in the duration of 8-ns
simulations. Combining the information obtained in this
study with the knowledge acquired before (Bhattacharya
et al., 2000; Tang et al., 1999b, 2000a; Tang and Xu, 2002),
it can be concluded that low afﬁnity agents, such as volatile
anesthetics, are likely to exert their action on proteins
without strong perturbation to the protein structures.
The distribution of HFE along membrane normal at the
end of an 8-ns simulation clearly shows higher occurrence of
HFE toward the tail region of lipids. In contrast, most of
halothane molecules moved to the lipid-water interface after
2-ns simulations (Tang and Xu, 2002). Experimentally, we
have compared the distributions of anesthetic-nonanesthetic
pairs within the membrane (Tang et al., 1997), their inter-
actions with gA channels (Tang et al., 1999a, 2000a), and
their effects on the channel structure (Tang et al., 1999b,
2002) and on channel function as measured by the unidi-
rectional Na1 permeation rates (Tang et al., 1999a). The
same tendency in membrane distribution and in different
interactions with the anchoring residues found in this study
as in the previous experiments suggests the high likelihood
that halothane and HFE will affect the channel function
differently. The lack of HFE at the lipid-water interface
precludes HFE from interacting with the channel-anchoring
tryptophans or disrupting the hydrogen bonds between tryp-
tophans and the surrounding lipids. Consequently, the chan-
nel dynamics was not affected by the presence of HFE. The
immediate implication of the ﬁnding is that the dynamics
changes of gA channel in our previous study in the presence
of halothane (Tang and Xu, 2002) are due speciﬁcally to the
anesthetic interaction with the anchoring residues at the
membrane-water interface. Although both halothane and
FIGURE 5 The order parameters of lipid alkyl chain sn1 (A) and sn2 (B)
averaged over 27 lipid molecules in the immediate vicinity of the gA channel
in the absence (s) and presence (d) of HFE.
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HFE have signiﬁcant distribution in the lipid tail region near
the channel segments deeply embedded in the lipid core, the
local nonspeciﬁc perturbation is not sufﬁcient to account for
the dynamics changes in the middle segments of the gA
channel seen in the presence of halothane but not seen in the
presence of HFE. Thus, the discriminating property that
differentiates the anesthetic effects from the nonanesthetic
effects in our previous and these simulations is the ability to
modulate the global, as oppose to local, dynamics of the
channel proteins. This realization may prove to be crucial for
a better understanding of the action of a wide variety of low-
afﬁnity drugs on proteins.
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